Pressotherapy Mainat

**Fabric:**
- Soft to the touch.
- Several colours available, depending on type of garment.

**Confection:**
- Each piece is personally and individually made.
- The few seams are exterior and completely flat to avoid rubbing in sensitive areas.
- Natural anatomic shape formed with darts.
- Openings can be made to aid placement.

**Pressure:**
- Levels of pressure controlled at 15 to 50 mm Hg.
- Dynamic pressure 100% from recovery of elasticity.
- Levels of pressure of the garment adapted to patient’s needs.
- Varying levels of pressure possible between different parts of the same garment.

**Service:**
- Measurement forms.
- Alterations and adjustments of garments at no additional cost.
Colours

- Beige
- Black
- Brown
- Pink
- Blue
- Green

Colours with trim

- Pink and mauve
- Blue and pistachio
- Green and olive green

Pressotherapy Body (p. 4)
- Woman’s shaped vest.
- Adult’s vest.
- Child’s vest (0-14 years).
- Sternum shaper.
- Child’s sleeveless vest (0-14 years).
- Sleeveless vest.

Pressotherapy Leg (p. 7)
- Full tights.
- Child’s full tights (0-14 years).
- Child’s tights to knee (0-14 years).
- Tights to knee.
- Knee-length stocking.
- Footless stocking.
- Thigh-length stocking.
- One-leg tights.
- Toeless socks.
- Toe-socks.
- Stocking for stump with hip strap.
- Stocking for stump.

Pressotherapy Arm (p. 12)
- Child’s sleeve with shoulder strap (0-14 years).
- Sleeve with shoulder strap.
- Axilla-length sleeve with gauntlet.
- Axilla-length sleeve.

Pressotherapy Hand (p. 14)
- Finger.
- Gauntlet.
- Gauntlet with web space strips.
- Elbow-length gauntlet.
- Glove with web space strips.
- Elbow-length glove.
- Elbow-length glove with web space strips.
- Glove (colour samples).

Pressotherapy Head (p. 20)
- Full front face mask.
- Face mask, open forehead.
- Face mask, chinless.
- Adjustable chin strap with collar.
- Mask: open face.
- Mask: closed face.
- Full adjustable chin strap with collar.
- Nose band.
- Adjustable head band.
- Child’s collar (0-14 years).
- Collar.
Pressotherapy Body

Women's shaped vest.
*JM.002.S*

Adult’s vest.
*JM.002*

Child’s vest (0-14 years).
*JM.001*

Sternum shaper.
*JM.209*

Child’s sleeveless vest (0-14 years).
*JM.003*

Sleeveless vest.
*JM.004*

Women’s shaped vest.
*JM.002.S*

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown.
Adult’s vest.
**JM.002**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, blue.

Child’s vest (0-14 years).
**JM.001**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink with mauve trim, blue with pistachio trim.
Sternum shaper.
*JM.209*

Colours available:
Beige.

---

Child’s sleeveless vest (0-14 years).
*JM.003*

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink with mauve trim, blue with pistachio trim.

---

Sleeveless vest.
*JM.004*

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, blue.
Pressotherapy

Leg

Full tights.
JM.010

Child’s full tights (0-14 years).
JM.009

Child’s tights to knee (0-14 years).
JM.009.1

Tights to knee.
JM.010.1

Knee-length stocking.
JM.012

Footless stocking.
JM.005.3

Thigh-length stocking.
JM.014

One-leg tights.
JM.011

Toeless socks.
JM.013

Toe-socks.
JM.016.P

Stocking for stump with hip strap (see p. 27).
JM.304

Stocking for stump (see p. 27).
JM.304.1

Full tights.
JM.010

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, blue.
Child's full tights (0-14 years).
**JM.009**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink with mauve trim, blue with pistachio trim.

---

Child's tights to knee (0-14 years).
**JM.009.1**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink with mauve trim, blue with pistachio trim.

---

Tights to knee.
**JM.010.1**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.
Knee-length stocking.
**JM.012**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.

Footless stocking.
**JM.005.3**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.
One-leg tights.
JM.011

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.

Thigh-length stocking.
JM.014

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.
Toeless socks.
**JM.013**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.

---

Toe-socks.
**JM.016.P**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.
Pressotherapy Arm

Child’s sleeve with shoulder strap (0-14 years).
JM.007

Sleeve with shoulder strap.
JM.008

Axilla-length sleeve with gauntlet.
JM.005.2

Axilla-length sleeve.
JM.005

Child’s sleeve with shoulder strap (0-14 years).
JM.007

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.

Sleeve with shoulder strap.
JM.008

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.
Axilla-length sleeve with gauntlet.  
**JM.005.2**

Colours available:  
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.

---

Axilla-length sleeve.  
**JM.005**

Colours available:  
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue.
Pressotherapy
Hand

Finger.
JM.005.1

Gauntlet.
JM.006

Gauntlet with web space strips.
JM.006.1

Elbow-length gauntlet.
JM.006.2

Glove with web space strips.
JM.016.1

Elbow-length glove.
JM.017

Elbow-length glove with web space strips.
JM.017.1

Glove (colour samples).
JM.016

Finger.
JM.005.1

Colours available:
Beige, brown.
Gauntlet.
JM.006

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue, green.

Gauntlet with web space strips.
JM.006.1

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue, green.
Elbow-length gauntlet.
**JM.006.2**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue, green.

Glove with web space strips.
**JM.016.1**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue, green.
Strips - finger colour, Velcro - hand colour.
Elbow-length glove.
**JM.017**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue, green.

---

Elbow-length glove with web space strips.
**JM.017.1**

Colours available:
Beige, black, brown, pink, blue, green.
Strips - finger colour, Velcro - hand colour.
Glove (colour samples).

**JM.016**

Colours available:
Beige, black with grey trim, brown.
Glove (colour samples).

**JM.016**

Colours available:
Pink and mauve, blue with pistachio trim, green and olive green.
Pressotherapy
Head

Full front face mask.*
JM.026

Face mask open forehead.*
JM.026.A

Face mask, chinless.*
JM.026.B

Adjustable chin strap with collar.
JM.018

Mask: open face.
JM.019.A

Mask: closed face.*
JM.019.C

Full adjustable chin strap with collar.
JM.021

Nose band.*
JM.025

Adjustable head band.
JM.024

Child’s collar (0-14 years).
JM.022

Collar.
JM.023

* Nose piece optional.

Full front face mask
(nose piece optional).
JM.026

Colours available:
Beige, brown.
Face mask open forehead (nose piece optional).  
**JM.026.A**

Colours available:  
Beige, brown.

Face mask, chinless (nose piece optional).  
**JM.026.B**

Colours available:  
Beige, brown.
Adjustable chin strap with collar.

**JM.018**

Colours available:
Beige, brown.

Mask: open face.

**JM.019.A**

Colours available:
Beige, brown.
Mask: closed face (nose piece optional).  
**JM.019.C**

Colours available:  
Beige, brown.

---

Full adjustable chin strap with collar.  
**JM.021**

Colours available:  
Beige, brown.
Nose band (nose piece optional).
**JM.025**

Colours available:
Beige, brown.

Adjustable head band.
**JM.024**

Colours available:
Beige, brown.
Child’s collar (0-14 years).

**JM.022**

Colours available:
Beige, brown.

---

Collar.

**JM.023**

Colours available:
Beige, brown.
Garment and colour options

Colours with trim
- Pink and mauve
- Blue and pistachio
- Green and olive green

Body

- Women's shaped vest JM.002.S
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G
- Adult's vest JM.002
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G
- Child's vest JM.001
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G

Hand

- Finger JM.005.1
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G
- Gauntlet JM.006
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G

Head

- Full front face mask JM.026
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G
- Face mask open forehead JM.026.A
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G
- Face mask, chinless JM.026.B
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G
- Adjustable chin strap with collar JM.018
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G
- Mask: open face JM.019.A
  - Be Bla Br P Blu G
Mainat is a family business with more than 30 years experience in the sector.

We make medical textile garments for two specialities: made-to-measure pressotherapy for treating burns, vascular disorders and lymphoedemas, and standard size pressotherapy for postoperative treatment after plastic or aesthetic surgery.

Made-to-measure production involves detailed studies of each garment and direct contact with doctors, therapists or orthopaedic technicians to guarantee the best treatment for the patient and a high level of comfort.

Mainat commercializes its products in over 40 countries through distributors.

Mainat range of products

- Pressotherapy garments for postoperative treatment after plastic surgery.
- Pressotherapy garments for the treatment of burns.
- Pressotherapy garments for the treatment of lymphoedemas.
- Adjustable bandages.

J. Mainat, S.A.
Pas d’en Marges 4
08360 Canet de Mar
Barcelona (SPAIN)

T. (+34) 93 794 19 88
(+34) 93 795 42 83
F. (+34) 93 794 27 62
mainat@mainat.com
www.mainat.com

Distributed by: